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From traditional lighting to connected LED.

Light on
only when
you need it.
At Chess we guarantee up to 80% energy
savings with connected LED.

Next wave now
The next wave is available now, The transition from
traditional on/off lighting to connected LED is based on
a wireless light control and management system we
have developed and called Mymesh.
The next wave brings a more controlled, efficient and
sustainable light experience to industrial, public and
work spaces.
We build to a standard, not a price.
Connected LED is the new standard.

Lighting just got smarter with Chess.

Out with the old.
Connect with
the new
Light doesn’t stand still.
Chess and connected LED lighting is at the core of our
transformation strategy. Today, wireless is omnipresent in
many everyday devices and that technology can now be
applied to every lighting fixture.
Mymesh is our approach. It’s more than technology, it’s a
connected interface for professional applications.
A better lighting experience we call Mymesh Connected
LED available to you wherever you are.

how
to save
money

Save energy
while making
money
The wisest saving is money not spent.
Controlled LED reduces the cost of ownership.
Buildings, public and industrial spaces are still low tech in
their day to day running. Mymesh controlled LED users
save up to *80% of running costs.
Not only in energy saving but in facilities management
where time is spent on unconnected lighting.
An initial scalable investment in Mymesh is wiser, more
sustainable and offers a realistic return on investment.

*From traditional lighting to connected LED.
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Mymesh controls and monitors every LED connected
to the lighting installation locally. Mymesh offers total
flexibility in choice and light management, scalability
up to 10,000 fixtures and a banking level of security to
ensure that failure is not an option.
The Mymesh user interface allows control, monitoring
and commissioning to every light. Each user has a
designated access. Mymesh also connects to third party
devices such as the Building Automation System.

Data is
wisdom

Ultimate control
and security
The truth is in the data.
Mymesh enables controlled and connected LED
management at every location all of the time. Being in
control provides insight into usage based on seasonal
changes, user behaviour and the security needs of your
customers. Mymesh saves on install costs, maintenance
and provides data for the longer term prediction of your
lighting needs.
Every light is secure within the network. When any issue
arises the controlled LED can be accessed from any
point.

Take only
what you
need

We are easy
to install and
scalable
The light at the end of the tunnel.
Always begin with the end in mind. MyMesh is a wireless
based lighting technology that allows you to install, grow
and scale your needs from the beginning. Connected
LED means that every fixture is instantly connected
offering control without complexity or difficulty.
Replacing or retrofitting immediately with Mymesh brings
install scalability as buildings change function over time
and are renovated for new use.

We
love
R&D

Up to date
connectivity
Designed for a longer life
Complex buildings such as hospitals and other public
institutions need systems in place that are reliable and
designed for any emergency. New applications such as
Automated Self Testing for emergency lighting, designed
with the user in mind, offers more control and the
opportunity to react quickly to any lighting situation.
Our Connected LED platform derives from years of
research and development while today our clients
receive the latest upgrades - a continuous update on
improvements to features and functions that are on our
R&D product and services roadmap.

Wise companies
choose Chess
Our proven track record.
Institutions such as the police, hospitals and schools can
only approve a tried and tested application like Mymesh
which is highly secure and has a proven track record.
Creating a better light experience for television
companies, casinos and offices brings well-being to work
and building spaces. We supply to different industries
with specific applications, from parking garages to
horticultural, industrial and office building spaces.
Currently we are running multiple Mymesh pilot projects
at different locations in Europe.

Future
proof

We are here
to win
We are a gamechanger.
We have embraced the LEDification project adding
Connected LED to its bigger ambition. We deliver
futureproof lighting solutions.
Chess is central to our DNA. We think, act and deliver
intelligent winning solutions based on tactical, short-term
actions calculated to be the most efffective, securing
long term wins for our clients.

Efficiency

Safety

Comfort

Our own ambition to become market leader in the
new LED era might make us all famous while a solid
partnership with our clients will make us proud.

We are always
on
We are ready to talk lighting.
Every project has its own engineer and we care about
every installation. Our dedicated and qualified Project
Engineers, together with our partners, are here 24/7 to
inform you on your project. Chess has two project levels:
Mymesh Pilot
1. For small scale projects. An online self-help application
where you can evaluate your situation and order your
install for pilot projects.
Mymesh Project
2. A dedicated project engineer works together with you
and your other contractors to create the best lighting
experience for your building situation.

Switch

Connected is the new on.

CONNECTED

OFF

We are offering a special new programme to
encourage you to switch to connected LED.
Find out more at chess.nl

